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ABSTRACT Patches (lateral heterogeneities) of cell surface membrane proteins and lipids have been imaged by a number
of different microscopy techniques. This patchiness has been taken as evidence for the organization of membranes into
domains whose composition differs from the average for the entire membrane. However, the mechanism and specificity of
patch formation are not understood. Here we show how vesicle traffic to and from a cell surface membrane can create
patches of molecules of the size observed experimentally. Our computer model takes into account lateral diffusion, barriers
to lateral diffusion, and vesicle traffic to and from the plasma membrane. Neither barriers nor vesicle traffic alone create and
maintain patches. Only the combination of these produces a dynamic but persistent patchiness of membrane proteins and
lipids.
INTRODUCTION
The fluid mosaic model of cell membrane architecture
(Singer and Nicolson, 1971) emphasizes the autonomy and
diffusional mobility of membrane lipids and proteins and
the consequent lack of lateral organization of bilayer mem-
branes. In contrast, an alternative model suggests that mem-
branes are organized into domains, local concentrations of
membrane proteins and lipids, which may be hundreds of
nanometers in diameter (Jain and White, 1977). Experimen-
tal evidence has accumulated that cell membranes, particu-
larly cell surface membranes, are indeed laterally heteroge-
neous on scales that appear to range from tens of
nanometers to a few microns. These heterogeneities are
commonly referred to as “microdomains,” to contrast them
with the membrane macrodomains, the functionally differ-
entiated surfaces of epithelial and other morphologically
polarized cells. The organization of membranes into mi-
crodomains is biologically interesting because membrane
microdomains could strongly affect membrane functions by
concentrating interacting species in domains (Peters, 1988)
or by affecting the percolation of interacting molecules be-
tween domains (Thompson et al., 1995; Piknova et al., 1996).
Different approaches have been used to characterize pro-
tein-rich and lipid-rich domains (Edidin, 1992; Kusumi and
Sako, 1996; Edidin, 1997). However, all characterizations
and definitions of domains depend on the experimental
method used to detect lateral heterogeneities. Despite this,
most of the methods for detecting proteins in patches seem
to report membrane microdomains some hundreds of nano-
meters in diameter. Fluorescence photobleaching recovery
(FPR) measurements showed that lateral diffusion of mem-
brane proteins is restricted on a scale of hundreds of nano-
meters. The apparent mobile fraction of labeled protein
decreased with increasing area bleached (Yechiel and Edi-
din, 1987). This result is not expected if lateral diffusion is
bounded only by the total surface area of a cell, because
even the largest areas bleached were 1% of this area. A
laser optical trap (LOT) experiment showed that membrane
proteins labeled by antibody-coated beads and dragged
across the cell surface with an optical trap met obstacles to
their mobility on an average of every 1 m at 22°C and
every 3–4 m at 34°C (Edidin et al., 1991). Later experi-
ments indicated that the frequency with which the particle
escaped the trap depended upon the trapping force, but still
scaled the spatial frequency of the obstacles to hundreds of
nanometers (Sako and Kusumi, 1995). FPR and LOT ex-
periments also showed that the obstacles to lateral mobility,
implicated in domain creation, were not in the membrane
proper but in the cell cytoplasm (Edidin et al., 1991; Edidin
and Stroynowski, 1991; Edidin et al., 1994).
An important connection was made between spatial fre-
quency of barriers to lateral mobility and membrane do-
mains when methods evolved for the analysis of single
particle tracking (SPT) data. An SPT experiment follows
the Brownian motion of membrane proteins and lipids in
terms of the change in position of antibody-coated beads
bound to the molecules of interest. Although in light mi-
croscopy the beads, usually 50-nm diameter, appear as dots
of several hundred nanometers in diameter, the change in
position of the centroid of a bead can be tracked with
nanometer precision (Schnapp et al., 1988 and other refer-
ences summarized in Saxton and Jacobson, 1997). The
particle tracks derived from sequential video frames of a
labeled cell thus yield information about the lateral diffu-
sion, the random walk, of the bead-labeled molecules. It was
evident from the very first that analysis of the particle tracks
could also indicate whether lateral motion was driven (by
flow) or a hindered or bounded random walk, rather than
unhindered lateral diffusion. A bounded random walk is
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evidence for confinement of the labeled molecules in a
corral or domain. Several innovative approaches to the
statistics of random walks give reasonably accurate charac-
terization of the frequency of hindered lateral diffusion.
These approaches and the entire field of SPT are reviewed
in an excellent review by Saxton and Jacobson (1997). The
data reviewed there not only give good evidence for con-
finement of membrane proteins to domains, they also in-
clude data on the dwell time of particles within a domain,
giving values for the frequency of opening of barriers to
unhindered lateral mobility. Data taken at video rates yield
typical domain diameters of 200–500 nm and dwell times of
7 s, though smaller domains and shorter dwell times have
been measured in erythrocytes (Tomishige and Kusumi,
1998). The implication is that membrane proteins may be
confined on a number of time and distance scales. Indeed, it
has been proposed that diffusing molecules encounter po-
tential traps, arresting them on a wide range of energy (and
hence time and distance) scales (Feder et al., 1996).
One type of lipid domain has also received a good deal of
attention: so-called detergent-insoluble rafts, membrane
fractions insoluble in cold Triton X-100, which appear to
concentrate glycosylphosphatidylinositol- (GPI-) anchored
proteins, glycolipids, cholesterol, and signaling kinases (Si-
mons and Ikonen, 1997). Detergent extraction does not
itself define the size of these domains (assuming that they
are not artifacts of extraction). Estimates of their size range
from hundreds of nanometers, based on SPT of GPI-an-
chored proteins (Sheets et al., 1997; Pralle et al., 1999) to a
few nanometers (Scheiffele et al., 1997). If the rafts do
occur in native membranes (Stauffer and Meyer, 1997), they
may form due to lipid/lipid interactions (for example see
Brown and London, 1997) or may be driven to form by
proteins in, or adherent to, the membrane bilayer (see re-
view in Edidin, 1997; also Denisov et al., 1998; Sabra and
Mouritsen, 1998).
High-resolution imaging of the cell surface has been used
in an attempt to visualize the membrane domains implied by
other techniques. Fluorescence microscopy can resolve
large-scale heterogeneities in both protein and lipid, partic-
ularly after aggregation of membrane receptor proteins (for
example Holowka and Baird, 1996; Monks et al., 1998).
Both electron microscopy and scanning probe microscopy
have imaged cell surface heterogeneities of membrane pro-
teins on a scale of hundreds of nanometers. Damjanovich
and co-workers have used atomic force microscopy and
electron microscopy to characterize patches of proteins in
cell surface membranes (Damjanovich et al., 1997). We
have used near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM;
Betzig et al., 1991; Betzig and Trautman, 1992) to image
patches of proteins and lipids, segregated from one-another,
in fibroblast cell surface membranes (Hwang et al., 1998;
Gheber et al., 1998).
The sizes of patches in high-resolution images of the cell
surface are consistent with the sizes of membrane domains
implied by FPR, SPT, and LOT experiments. However, the
persistence of these patches at steady state is not consistent
with a membrane in which proteins and lipids are free to
diffuse, and in which barriers to this lateral diffusion open
every few seconds. If patches persist, they must either be
stabilized by specific molecular interactions or they must
reflect some other aspect of membrane physiology at steady
state. One such aspect is vesicle traffic to and from the cell
surface (Steinman et al., 1983). We have made a quantita-
tive model of the cell surface that includes random walks,
dynamic barriers to lateral diffusion, and vesicle traffic.
Analyzing this model, we find that vesicle traffic, together
with dynamic barriers to lateral diffusion, can create and
maintain patches on a scale of hundreds of nanometers,
apparent membrane domains. The barrier spacing scales the
size of the patches. Vesicle traffic, the delivery and removal
of membrane components, determines the persistence of the
population of patches and their concentration relative to the
average for the entire membrane. Under these conditions,
the average number and size of patches is maintained.
However, individual patches are short-lived; because the
barriers to lateral mobility open transiently, component
molecules of the patches diffuse away from the site of
delivery. If the barriers are removed, or if vesicle traffic is
stopped, the entire population of membrane patches decays
to one in which mobile proteins and lipids are uniformly
distributed.
METHODS
The plasma membrane was simulated as an array of 128  128 pixels.
Each array entry (pixel) could be occupied by more than one particle; this
accounts for the finite “resolution” of the observer. Diffusion of the
particles was simulated as a two-dimensional (2D) random walk, and each
particle was moved independently according to the algorithm described
below and in Fig. 1. We defined a network of barriers as an array of
squares, 8  8 pixels in size, superimposed on the pixel array that
represents the plasma membrane. The barriers have zero “width”; they are
just fences between pixels. Each domain in which free diffusion is allowed
is 8  8 pixels in size and is enclosed by barriers on all four sides. For
example, the pixel at x  7, y  5 is the rightmost one in the lower left
corner compartment (x  0 is the leftmost) and the pixel at x  8, y  5
is the leftmost one in the second compartment, to the right of the previous
one. In order to jump from x  7, y  5 to x  8, y  5, a particle has to
cross a barrier. A characteristic time for hopping across a barrier is defined
Th. If a diffusing particle chooses to make a step in a direction that takes
it across a barrier, it has a probability 1/Th of crossing the barrier and a
probability 1  1/Th of being confined by the barrier. The barriers can be
enabled or disabled. Characteristic times for delivering particles to or
removing them from the simulated plasma membrane were defined as Ta
and Td, respectively. The number of particles delivered or removed by a
vesicle was also defined as Na and Nd. In order to conserve the total number
of particles in the membrane, Ta  Td and Na  Nd. For vesicle traffic one
of the 256 compartments was randomly chosen. To simulate delivery of
particles to the surface by a vesicle, exocytosis, Na particles were added to
the chosen compartment at random positions. To simulate removal of
particles from the surface by endocytosis, Nd particles were removed from
the chosen compartment. If there were less than Nd particles present in the
specific compartment, all the particles were removed. Delivery and intake
did not occur simultaneously, but at different time points.
The algorithm
The algorithm is described schematically in Fig. 1. The pixels in the array
simulating the membrane are assigned values by a random generator
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FIGURE 1 Schematic presentation of the algorithm used for the simulations. A detailed description of each step is given in the text.
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according to a chosen distribution. The value of each pixel represents the
number of particles in that position. A copy of the array is made that will
contain the new values of the pixels at the end of one iteration. Each pixel
is checked for the number of particles it contains and then each particle is
assigned one of four jumping directions (up, down, left, right). The algo-
rithm checks whether the chosen direction will require the particle to cross
a barrier (when barriers are enabled). If the chosen direction does not
require crossing a barrier, the algorithm actually performs the jump, as
explained below. If, in the chosen direction, the particle will meet a barrier,
a decision is taken whether the particle is allowed to cross or not, based on
the probability 1/Th. If the particle is permitted to cross the barrier, then the
actual jump is performed as explained below. If not, the particle is left in
place and the next particle in the pixel is processed. A particle is not
processed more than once in one iteration, or an error in its timekeeping
will be introduced.
Processing multiple particles in a pixel is relatively straightforward.
There is no need to “label” the particles, just to add “1” to the adjacent
pixel to which the particle jumps, and subtract “1” from the pixel from
which it jumped. The counting of particles in the pixel is done on the
original “membrane,” while the addition and subtraction as above is done
on the copy of the membrane. This process is repeated as many times as
there are particles in the original pixel (the original array). This way, every
particle jumps only once in one iteration. Spherical boundary conditions
are imposed such that the opposite edges of the array are continuous with
each other. A particle jumping off the boundary of the array is returned to
the appropriate pixel at the opposite boundary.
Once all the particles in one pixel have been processed, the next pixel
is addressed in the same manner. After all the pixels have been processed
the original array is updated with the new numbers of particles in each
pixel, and the time is incremented. If the time is up for particles to be added
or subtracted to/from the plasma membrane (if trafficking is enabled), the
appropriate event is initiated, as explained above.
A simulation with the parameter values as explained in the section
“Scaling the Model to Biological Dimensions” takes approximately 1 s for
every 0.01 s of the cell life when run on an IBM compatible PC with a 333
MHz Pentium II computer. Therefore, simulating 200 s of the cell life takes
over 5 h, and longer simulations, of thousands of seconds, take 24–48 h.
Spatial autocorrelation analysis of patch size
The one dimensional autocorrelation function is defined as
g g  	 fxfx dx
Here f(x) is the function whose autocorrelation is calculated;  is a value by
which the function f(x) is shifted, termed “the lag”; and g() is the
autocorrelation function. It is a symmetrical function of the lag and has
several interesting properties, as described below and in Hwang et al., 1998
and references therein. Briefly, the function is multiplied by a shifted (by
) copy of itself, resulting in a new function, which is then integrated over
the whole space of definition, resulting in a value for the particular . The
operation is repeated for other values of , ultimately yielding all the values
of the function g(). In the discrete case, the autocorrelation takes the form
gL gL 
i0
NL1
xixi
L
where L is the lag, xi are the discrete values of the function for which the
autocorrelation is calculated, and N is the total number of x values. Note
that g0 is proportional to k0N xk2. In our two-dimensional discrete case:
gK,L 
i,j
xi,j xi
K,j
L
where K, L are the lag in the x and y direction, respectively, and xi, j are the
values of the two-dimensional function.
Here g0,0 is proportional to the sum of Xi, j2 over all entries of X. In other
words, its square root is proportional to the RMS of the image. Therefore,
g0,0 reports on the departure from a flat, uniform distribution and a larger
value of g0,0 means a more corrugated, more clustered array. We used the
autocorrelation value at the origin to compare patchiness of the simulated
membrane as it evolved in time.
The autocorrelation function can be fit to a Gaussian function of the
form g  g(0, 0) exp(r2/w2), where r is the distance from the origin and
w is the characteristic width of the Gaussian function at 1/e of its maxi-
mum. The decay rate of the autocorrelation function at the origin is
proportional to the average size of patches in the images. By extraction of
w, one gets a measure of the characteristic size of the patches. Thus, using
the autocorrelation approach, we extract two important values: the degree
of patchiness (variance of particle concentration) and the characteristic size
of patches. The actual calculation of the 2D autocorrelation function was
done using an FFT algorithm (IDL, Research Systems, Inc., Boulder, CO)
to calculate the 2D Fourier power spectrum of the images and then using
the inverse transform of the power spectrum to obtain the 2D autocorre-
lation function. This procedure follows from Fourier’s convolution theorem.
Modeling free diffusion
To check the validity of the algorithm we simulated free diffusion starting
with a Gaussian concentration profile. Four snapshots of the particle
concentration, at different times, are shown in Fig. 2. From the diffusion
equation it follows that the mean square displacement (MSD) of a freely
diffusing particle is linear with time. The MSD of the ensemble of particles
was calculated using the autocorrelation of images such as those of Fig. 2.
Because the autocorrelation of a Gaussian function is also a Gaussian
function, it is fitted to a Gaussian (Fig. 3 a). From the fitted function, the
width of the Gaussian is extracted and its squared value is plotted versus
time (Fig. 3 b).
The 2D diffusion coefficient is D  1⁄4 l2/, where l is the step length
and  is the characteristic time to make this step. In our case, l  1 (pixel)
FIGURE 2 Free diffusion, starting with a Gaussian distribution. Four snapshots are taken at four time points (internal time units), as described in the
figure. The intensity of each image has been rescaled to cover the entire color scale to allow displaying the spatial distribution (late images are very dark
if displayed with the same color scale as early ones). Also see the movie at http://www.bio.jhu.edu/faculty/edidin/pubs/, showing simultaneously the image
and its 2D autocorrelation in real time.
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and   1 (internal unit time), therefore one expects the slope of the graph
for free diffusion in Fig. 3 b to be 0.25. We find 0.27, which is a
satisfactory result for the relatively small ensemble and short period of time
for which it was followed.
Modeling diffusion with barriers
To check the validity of this model, we started with a Gaussian distribution
of particles, in the presence of barriers, with Th  20. Six snapshots of this
model are shown in Fig. 4. Note that at t  50 diffusion is obstructed; the
particles occupy a square. This area is actually composed of four 8  8
compartments. As time goes on, the particles slowly diffuse across the
barriers, as can be seen in the remaining snapshots. Using the same
approach as for free diffusion, the MSD of the particles in this case was
also measured and compared with the MSD for free diffusion (Fig. 3 b). It
can be seen that the first few points coincide in both cases, because the
particles diffuse freely, but once the barriers are reached the diffusion rate
of the particles is slowed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Modeling a membrane with lateral diffusion,
barriers to lateral diffusion, and vesicle traffic
arbitrary parameters
The simulation was started with a random distribution of
64,000 particles (on average 3.9 particles per pixel), without
FIGURE 3 Calculation of the dif-
fusion coefficient. (a) Profiles of the
autocorrelation function at different
time points. Each such profile has
been fitted to a Gaussian and its
width extracted. (b) The squared
width of the Gaussian, plotted against
time, for free diffusion (simulated as
in Fig. 2) and for diffusion obstructed
by barriers (simulated as in Fig. 4).
The slope of the line is expected to be
0.25 for free diffusion in two dimen-
sions; we obtain 0.27, which is satis-
factory, given the limitations of our
simulation. Note that the first few
points (up to 20 iterations) are
identical for free diffusion and for
obstructed diffusion. During this time
the particles diffuse freely within the
compartments and only later, when
meeting the barriers, the diffusion is
slowed.
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barriers or delivery/intake. Particles were allowed to diffuse
freely for 100 iterations, to t  100. At this point, dynamic
barriers were added and lateral diffusion of the system
continued for 100 more iterations. At t  200, vesicle
traffic, delivery, and intake of particles was started, with
Ta  Td  5 and Th  10. Traffic continued for 200
iterations, and then, at t  400, vesicle traffic was stopped,
but the barriers were not removed. At t  600, after 200
more iterations, the barriers were removed and the system
was followed for 60 more iterations. Fig. 5 shows a series of
snapshots at different times during the simulation. One row
consists of three images which are (from left to right) the
image of the simulated membrane, the 2D autocorrelation
function of the image, and a 1D section of the 2D autocor-
relation function.
The simulation started with a random distribution and
free diffusion for 100 iterations. After the addition of bar-
riers (at t  100) and 100 more iterations, the random
distribution was maintained, and the autocorrelation func-
tion showed no feature (Fig. 5 a). Barriers alone are not
sufficient to create patchiness of membrane components.
Once vesicle traffic, the delivery/intake of particles was
started, patchiness appeared quickly (Fig. 5 b). It can be
seen directly in the images and detected from the autocor-
relation function. The amplitude of the autocorrelation at
the origin, g(0, 0), constantly increased, reporting on an
increasing number of patches (Fig. 5 c). Once the delivery/
intake was stopped at t  400, the patchy distribution of
particles decayed, with a constant decrease in the magnitude
of the autocorrelation function, reporting on a decrease in
the number of patches (Fig. 5 d). Barriers alone cannot
maintain a patchy distribution. When the barriers were
removed at t  600 the system continued to relax toward a
random distribution.
A summary of this simulation is shown in Fig. 6. The
lines plot g(0, 0) and the size of the patches as a function of
time. The arrows indicate the times when barriers were
added or removed, and the times when vesicle traffic, par-
ticle delivery/intake, was started and stopped. Besides the
features noted in the previous paragraph, we can also see
that, once vesicle traffic began, the size of the patches
quickly jumped to the predefined size of compartments, 8
pixels (diagonal  11.3).
Scaling the model to biological dimensions
The simulation just described above was performed with
arbitrary parameters in order to show that nonspecific
patches of membrane proteins and lipids, with sizes scaled
by barrier spacing, can arise from a combination of diffu-
sion obstructed by the barriers and vesicle traffic. However,
even this is not true for some choices of parameters. For
example, the relationship between the typical time of dif-
fusion across barriers (Th) and the rate at which the con-
centration is modulated by vesicle traffic (Ta, Td) is a very
important factor in determining whether patches will ap-
FIGURE 4 Obstructed diffusion, starting with a Gaussian distribution. The center of the initial Gaussian concentration of particles is positioned at the
intersection of two perpendicular barriers. Therefore, the particles start diffusing freely into four domains and only later hit the far barriers defining these
domains. At t  50 it is obvious from the image that the particles are retained in a square region, which actually consists of four 8  8 adjacent
compartments. At later times, the particles escape the barriers and continue diffusing into the next compartments. The snapshots are taken at six time points
(internal time units), as described. The intensity of each image has been rescaled to cover the entire gray scale to allow displaying the spatial distribution
(late images are very dark if displayed with the same color scale as early ones). Also see the movie at http://www.bio.jhu.edu/faculty/edidin/pubs/, showing
simultaneously the image and its 2D autocorrelation in real time.
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FIGURE 5 Diffusion with barriers, in the presence of vesicle traffic. Each row (a–d) consists of (from left to right) the direct image of the simulated
membrane, the 2D autocorrelation of the image, and the 1D profile of the 2D autocorrelation. The simulation started with a uniform distribution of particles,
diffusing freely for 100 iterations. At t  100 barriers were added and the particles continued to diffuse, now undergoing obstructed diffusion. (a) Two
hundred iterations after starting the simulation. The distribution is still random and the autocorrelation shows no feature: the barriers alone do not induce
clustering. At t  200, the vesicle traffic is started. (b) Three hundred iterations after starting the simulation (100 iterations after vesicle traffic started).
Bright clusters in the image are due to delivered particles, dark spots are due to intake. The 2D autocorrelation shows a bright spot in the center, representing
detection of clusters. (c) Three hundred fifty iterations after starting the simulation (150 iterations after starting vesicle traffic, 50 iterations after b), the
patchiness continues to increase. The vesicle traffic was stopped 400 iterations after starting the simulation (200 iterations after starting the vesicle traffic).
(d) Five hundred iterations after starting the simulation (100 iterations after stopping the vesicle traffic), the clusters dispersed due to diffusion across the
barriers and the lack of a mechanism to maintain the concentration inhomogeneity. Also see the movie at http://www.bio.jhu.edu/faculty/edidin/pubs/,
showing simultaneously the image and its 2D autocorrelation in real time.
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pear. If, for instance, diffusion across barriers is very fast
compared with the rate of vesicle traffic, (Th  Ta,d),
(lipids are expected to fall into this category) the local
concentration change will disperse rapidly, and most of the
time the molecules of the membrane will appear to be
homogeneously distributed. To see whether the factors that
we identified in our model hold for biological membranes,
we scaled the parameters of the model to typical biological
dimensions. The model parameters, diffusion, barrier spac-
ing, rate of barrier crossing, and rate of vesicle were as-
signed experimentally measured values.
The data for cell and vesicle dimensions and the vesicle
trafficking rates were taken from Steinman et al. (1983), a
quantitative measurement of endocytosis in L-cells. These
data are: cell surface area  2100 m2; cell diameter  15
m; vesicle surface area  0.162 m2; vesicle diameter 
0.202 m; internalization rate 0.8%/min of surface area.
Note that the rate is measured in terms of total surface
area internalized per unit time. Thus, the size of the vesicles
is not expected to introduce any change in the results of the
simulation. If the size of a vesicle is smaller, for instance,
one will need more vesicles per unit time in order to achieve
the same turnover time. Therefore, while the number of
particles added or subtracted by a vesicle will be smaller,
the time between successive such events will have to be
shorter in order to preserve the total turnover time.
Diffusion coefficients for proteins were taken as D 
109 cm2/s (101 m2/s) for free diffusion, and D  1010
cm2/s (102 m2/s) for hindered diffusion (Edidin, 1987).
We take the domain size as 0.5  0.5 m2, the order of
magnitude for domains observed experimentally (summa-
rized in the Introduction).
CALCULATION
We started by determining the units for time and length in
our simulation. The domain size that we chose as 0.5  0.5
m2, based on experimental data, is larger than the diameter
of one vesicle, so that the conditions of our unscaled sim-
ulation hold here; a vesicle delivers its contents to one
domain, and not to several domains. Once this size is set, all
other parameters are determined. The dimension of one
pixel follows from that: 0.5 m/8 pixels 0.0625 m/pixel
(62.5 nm/pixel). Because the array in the simulation has
128  128 pixels, it follows that the portion of cell we are
watching is 8  8 m2 (64 m2).
The diffusion coefficient in 2D is D  1/4 l2/, and l, the
step length from pixel to pixel, now is 0.0625 m. Requir-
ing this diffusion coefficient to be equal to the free diffusion
coefficient D  101 m2/s leads to:
D 0.06252/4m2/  0.1 m2/s
FIGURE 6 Summary of the simulation. The autocorrelation amplitude at the origin (open squares) is plotted with values on the left axis; it shows no
change as a result of adding barriers, but grows rapidly as vesicle traffic is started after 200 iterations, indicating the evolution of an increasingly clustered
membrane. It then falls rapidly when the vesicle traffic is stopped, in the presence of barriers, and continues to fall when the barriers are completely
removed. The size of clusters as extracted from the autocorrelation function is plotted (filled circles) with values on the right axis. The error bars represent
the errors in the width parameter (w, in the expression G  g(0, 0) exp(r2/w2)). A larger error means a less defined cluster size. The expected cluster size
is a square of 8  8 pixels, as defined by the initial conditions of the simulation. We note that, due to its averaging properties, the autocorrelation may
detect a size that lies between 8 and2x82  11.3 (the diagonal of the square domain). The cluster size indeed jumps to 8 as the vesicle traffic is started,
and its value raises slowly, with an increasingly good size definition (small error bars), up to the point where vesicle traffic is stopped (after 350 iterations).
From this point and on, the cluster size grows rapidly while the autocorrelation amplitude decreases, which reports on a homogenization process, a return
to random distribution.
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From this, the time unit is determined:
  0.01 s.
This is the “real life” duration of one iteration of the
simulation. From the data about the dimensions of cells and
vesicles, we calculate the following:
Ac/Av 2100/0.162 13,000
where Ac is the surface area of cell and Av is the surface area
of vesicle. Thus, it takes 13,000 vesicles to replace the
whole surface area of the cell, or 13,000  0.008  104
vesicles to replace 0.8% of the cell membrane. This occurs
over 1 min, so in 1 s we have 104/60  1.73 s1. That is,
1.73 vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane every second.
However, we are watching only 64/2100  0.03 of the
whole surface area of the cell. Therefore, the number of
vesicles fusing with the membrane in the observed area is
0.03 1.73 0.05 s1. A vesicle fuses with the membrane
every 20 s in the area observed, or once every 2000
iterations, because one iteration simulates 0.01 s. This sets
the value for Ta and Td to 2000.
The measured diffusion coefficient for obstructed diffu-
sion is 0.01 m2/s. We performed a calculation similar to
the one that led to determining the time represented by one
iteration to determine the characteristic time to cross a
barrier: 1 now is 0.5 m and the equation is D  1/4
(0.52)/T  0.01 m2/s. T is the characteristic time to cross
from one domain to an adjacent one. From the equation one
gets T  6.25 s. This value is in excellent agreement with
measured data (SPT) (Saxton and Jacobson, 1997). Because
FIGURE 7 Summary of simulation with pa-
rameters scaled to real world. The simulation in
this case is started with a random distribution
with barriers to lateral diffusion and with vesicle
traffic. The autocorrelation amplitude at the or-
igin, reporting on the degree of clustering (open
squares), is plotted with values on the left axis
and increases constantly with time; the mem-
brane becomes increasingly clustered. The size
of the clusters (filled circles) is plotted with
values on the right axis. It starts with a largely
undefined cluster size 60 s after starting the
simulation, but converges within 60 more sec-
onds (at t  120 s) to the predefined size of the
domains (0.5 m).
FIGURE 8 Comparison between a simulation with
vesicle traffic only and a simulation with both vesicle
traffic and barriers. Both simulations were run for 250 s
(“cell” time), using the parameters calculated from the
literature, as previously explained. For the simulation
with vesicle traffic only, the autocorrelation did not
show a difference between the start (filled squares) and
the end (crosses) of the simulation. No clusters have
formed under these conditions. As opposed, the auto-
correlation for the barriers and vesicle traffic case
clearly showed the presence of clusters after 250 s (filled
circles). Vesicle traffic alone is not able of maintaining
clusters.
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one iteration in the simulation represents 0.01 s in real time,
Th  625.
Finally, N, the number of particles added by an exocytic
vesicle or removed by an endocytic vesicle, is assumed to be
proportional to the ratio between the surface area of the
vesicle and the surface area of one domain. Therefore, N is
0.162/0.25  0.65, or 65% of the initial particle number in
a domain. This calculation assumes that the concentration of
particles in a vesicle is the same as that in the cell surface
membrane. If the concentration of membrane proteins is
higher in the vesicle than in the plasma membrane, the
fusion of a vesicle will produce an even more concentrated,
and hence persistent, patch than we observed.
The simulation is started with random distribution of
particles, barriers, and delivery/intake. The goal is to check
whether patches will form under these conditions, which
simulate real conditions of a cell. The result is summarized
in Fig. 7, which shows the magnitude of the autocorrelation
function and the patch size as a function of time. The
autocorrelation magnitude grew monotonically with time.
The patch size converged to 0.5 m within 120 s from the
start and stayed constant for the rest of the simulation.
A similar simulation was performed, with identical pa-
rameters, except without barriers to lateral diffusion. The
purpose of this simulation was to check whether the vesicle
traffic alone can create and maintain patches. In Fig. 8 we
compare the autocorrelation profiles at the beginning and
the end of the simulation with no barriers, with that at the
end of the simulation with barriers. The autocorrelation
magnitude in the case with no barriers does not change over
the time of the simulation and remains flat, indicating a
random distribution of particles.
FIGURE 9 (a) The values of g(0, 0), the
autocorrelation value at the origin versus time
for three different ratios Td/Th, as indicated in
the inset. As the ratio Td/Th decreases, the
value at which g(0, 0) enters a plateau in-
creases. The patchiness becomes more sub-
stantial as the dispersion of particles is slower
in relation to the vesicle traffic rate. (b) Two
plots of g(0, 0) versus time for two different
values of Td and Th giving the same Td/Th ratio
(1.6), as indicated in the inset. The curves are
practically identical. The ratio Td/Th is the
important value, not the individual values of
Td and Th.
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Influence of the various parameters
The most important criterion in determining whether clus-
ters will form is the ratio of the characteristic time for
vesicle traffic, Ta,d, to the characteristic time for crossing a
barrier, Th. Ta,d/Th defines at what rate concentration vari-
ations are replenished, in relation with the rate at which
these local variations are being “cleared” across barriers.
The larger this ratio is, the less likely clusters are likely to
appear, because it means that the local concentrations are
rapidly dispersed across barriers.
To show that this is the case, we present the results of
long simulations, with different Ta,d/Th ratios, where all
other parameters were held constant and identical to the
simulation described above. The autocorrelation was calcu-
lated every second (100 iterations). In Fig. 9 a we plot the
value of g(0, 0) as a function of time for three different
cases, as shown in the figure. Td  2000, Th  625 is the
simulation discussed above, representing a typical L-cell,
the other two are simulations with faster trafficking rates
(shorter periods between events). It is readily observed that
decreasing the ratio Ta,d/Th increases the value of g(0, 0) at
the plateau reached after5 min (300 s). In order to show
that the ratio is the important parameter, and not the actual
values of Ta,d or Th, in Fig. 9 b we plot a pair of similar
curves for similar ratios, each having different values of Ta,d
and Th. The curves are basically identical.
It is important to mention that the set of parameters for
which the first simulation was performed constitute the
“worst case” scenario for clusters to appear. This is so
because the assumptions of the algorithm were such that
they decreased the probability of clusters forming. One such
assumption is that the concentration of particles in an arriv-
ing vesicle is the same as the concentration of the particles
on the plasma membrane. This is usually not the case,
because vesicles contain higher concentrations of specific
proteins. Such an assumption will lead to larger values for
Na,d, and the variation of concentration within one compart-
ment would be larger, leading to a higher patchiness. The
turnover time of the membrane assumed is a relatively low
one. Turnover times can be as short as 30 min for some
species of phagocytes. A faster turnover time means a faster
rate of delivery/intake, so Ta,d would be considerably
smaller, while Th would not change. This will decrease the
Td/Th ratio and will consequently increase the patchiness.
We also addressed the assumption that the delivery/intake
occurs with equal probability all over the membrane. If one
assumes that both exocytosis and endocytosis occur at a
specific, nonrandom set of points on the plasma membrane,
but this set of points is the same for both processes, the
results are identical to the homogenous distribution case.
However, a more realistic assumption would be that exocy-
tosis occurs at such a set of constant points, while endocy-
tosis occurs with equal probability at any point. In such a
case, the patchiness increases considerably. One result of
such a simulation is plotted in Fig. 10. The delivery was
limited to only 25% of the existent sites on the membrane,
while the intake was allowed to occur from any site. All
other parameters were identical to the original simulation. It
can be seen that the nonrandom case gives rise to higher
patchiness that does not seem to enter a plateau even after
1000 s.
Lifetime of patches
We followed the evolution with time of individual compart-
ments delineated by dynamic barriers. In Fig. 11 we plot the
population (the sum of all values of pixels in the compart-
ment) of two different compartments as a function of time,
FIGURE 10 Comparison of g(0, 0) versus time for
two cases: homogenous distribution of delivery and
intake sites (solid squares), and delivery limited to only
25% of the sites and intake from all the available sites
(crosses). The values of all the parameters are identical
for both cases and identical to the simulation summa-
rized in Fig. 7. The curve for the limited number of
sites increases continuously and does not enter a pla-
teau even after 1,000 s. The patchiness for such a case
is considerably higher than for the case with homoge-
nous distribution of exocytosis sites.
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as an example. The plot in Fig. 11 describes the history of
two compartments from which endocytosis had occurred at
some point in time. After the instant decrease in the number
of particles, representing the intake event, the compart-
ments’ population is rising slowly, due to diffusion of
particles from neighboring compartments, across barriers,
into the depleted compartment. This raise was fitted to a
function of the form Y  A  (B exp((t  t0)/)), which
is also plotted in the figure. The best fit yields a character-
istic lifetime () of 20 s, with an asymptote (A) of 124
particles for very long times, which is similar to the initial
population of the compartment before the endocytosis
event. Results for compartments that underwent an exocy-
tosis event were identical. These results were obtained from
the simulation with the original choice of parameters, rep-
resenting an L-cell. We note that within these patches,
whose dimensions and geometry are determined by the
dynamic barriers, there may appear smaller domains, with a
much shorter lifetime (100-fold shorter), such as those de-
scribed in Abney and Scalettar (1995). Such domains may
appear as a result of fluctuations in particle density, how-
ever, being so short-lived and small (100 nm), on the
background of the large and long-lived domains formed by
the mechanism we model, their detection is practically
impossible.
CONCLUSIONS
A model of the cell surface that combines lateral diffusion
hindered by barriers with vesicle traffic creates and main-
tains patches of membrane proteins and lipids whose sizes
are similar to the size of the membrane domains inferred
from a variety of experiments. Though an individual patch
produced in this way has a short lifetime compared with the
cell lifetime, the population of patches is maintained by
vesicle traffic. Our results with the model suggest that
although membrane domains may arise due to specific
molecular associations, much of the lateral heterogeneity
detected in any membrane, particularly that observed by
microscopy, may be nonspecific. Though our model makes
no assumptions about the diffusing species, it is most ap-
propriate to transmembrane proteins. We expect that the
lateral diffusion of membrane lipids will not be confined by
the submembrane barriers that we use in the model. Hence,
newly delivered lipid molecules ought to diffuse rapidly
from the point of their insertion into the plasma membrane.
The rate of their dispersion would of course be affected by
their interactions with membrane proteins. Similarly, we
expect that the dispersion of GPI-anchored proteins will be
slower than that of lipids, to the extent that these proteins
can interact, through their exodomains, with transmembrane
proteins. We also note that weak associations of membrane
molecules, for example lipid phase separations (Brown and
London, 1997) will be quickly disrupted by vesicle traffic.
Finally, we predict that disrupting vesicle traffic at the cell
surface, for example by overexpressing dominant negative
mutants of proteins required for endocytosis (Damke et al.,
1995) will initially increase the size of patches and at the
same time reduce the concentrations of proteins and lipids
in patches relative to the average for an entire membrane.
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